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Let H’ be the algebra of bounded analytic functions in the open unit disk. An ideal / in H ’ ib 
said to have the weak Bezout property if I contains the g reatcst common divisor of c\‘cr> pair of 
elements in 1. In Section 1 WC give an analytic description of the \vcak Bezorrt prime idcak in 
f-f ’ in terms of filters. In Section 2 we present a complctc charactcrizntion of the closed ideals in 
16’ which are weak Bezout. In Section 3 wt‘ solve the problem of &scribing all the (nonxro) 
minimal prime ideals in H ‘. 
Introduction 
Let H” denote the algebra of all bounded analytic functions in the open unit 
disk II3 = {z E UZ: Izl< l}. It is known and easy to see that H 1 is a pseudo-Bezout 
ring [9], that is, an integral domain for which every.pair of elements has a greatest 
common divisor (GCD). The aim of the paper is to study ideals in H” which 
inherit this property. 
Definition. An idea1 I in a pseudo-Bezout ring is said to have the weak Bezorrt 
property if, for every pair of functions S and g in 1. the idea1 I also contains the 
greatest common divisor GCD( f, g) off and s. 
Using the well-known result of Helmer and Wedderburn [6. p. 109]. which 
states that the ring H(G) of all analytic functions in a planar domain G is a 
Bezout domain, i.e.. a pseudo-Bezout ring with the additional property that the 
GCD of two functions is a linear combination of its generators, one can easily 
conclude that every ideal in H(G) has the weak Bezout property. In the algebra 
!fX. however. this no longer holds as the example 
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I=(l-r,exp(-(1+2)/(1-z))) 
shows. Therefore, it is of interest to look at the structure of the weak Bezout 
ideals in H”. 
First we deal with prime ideals in H “. Does there exist any nontrivial prime 
ideals with the weak Bezout property? It will be shown that, besides the trivial 
ones of the form M(r,,) = {f E H”: f(zo) = O> for some z,, E I@ they will exist in 
great abundance. In fact, every prime ideal whose zero set meets the Shilov 
boundary of H” has the weak Bezout property. On the other hand, there exist 
plenty of non-weak Bezout prime ideals in H”. Indeed every maximal ideal 
outside the Shilov boundary and different from M(z,,) is such an example. It is 
therefore a natural question to ask for a characterization of the weak Bezout 
prime ideals in H”. In Section 1 this problem is completely settled. 
In Section 2 we look upon H” as a Banach algebra with respect to the 
supremum norm ]I f]] = sup,,u If(z)]. One of the major problems in the theory of 
Banach algebras of analytic functions is the characterization of the closed ideals. 
This vast programme has been successfully dealt with in several subalgebras of H” 
with smooth boundary values. In the disk algebra A(D), for example, where 
A(D) = { f E H” : f admits a continuous extension to 
the closure fi of ED} , 
this problem was solved by Beurling and Rudin [5, p. 851. 
In [3] it is shown that the structure of the closed ideals in the algebra QA of 
bounded analytic functions whose boundary values on T = XD are of vanishing 
mean oscillation, is quite similar to that in the disk algebra; roughly speaking, 
closed ideals are uniquely determined by their zero sets on the Shilov boundary 
modulo an inner function. Using this result. we shall prove that the structure of 
the weak Bezout closed ideals in H” is exactly the same as that of the class of all 
closed ideals for ii(D) and Q-4. 
In Section 3 we look again at the structure of the prime ideals. In [lo] von 
Renteln could prove that H” has infinite Krull dimension. In [2] Gorkin showed, 
more precisely, that every free maximal ideal in H” which does not belong to the 
Shilov boundary of H” contains an infinite chain of prime ideals (with respect to 
set inclusion). The problem whether this holds for maximal ideals in the Shilov 
boundary remained open. We shall now solve this problem affirmatively. The 
main result then will be a complete description of the nonzero minimal prime 
ideals in H”. 
1. Weak Bezout prime ideals 
Let f # 0 be a bounded analytic function. According to the canonical factoriza- 
tion theorem [ 1, Section 21, f has the form 
(a E IR); here 
B(r) = fi 
j=l 
is a Blaschke product 
I I ai aj - 2 
_P 
L7j 1 - aif 
with (not necessarily infinite) zero sequence (a,,) satisfying 





ei’ + 2 
- d&r) 5F eir -2 
is the singular inner factor off with associated positive, singular and finite Bore1 
measure p, and 
II II 
h (e”) dr 
is the outer factor of 6 Let H(z, t) = -( 1127~) ((e” + z) /(e” - z)). 
We note that our unusual representation of the outer factor off will be of great 
importance to us, the major feature being the fact that F is represented by a 
positive measure. 
A prime ideal P in H” is a proper ideal such that f E P or g E P whenever 
fg E P. An ideal I C H” is called free if the functions in I have no common zero in 
IID; otherwise I is called fixed. It is easy to see that a prime ideal P is fixed if and 
only if P is a principal ideal of ;he form 
P = (z - z,,) = M(z,) = {fE II”: f(z,,) = O} , z,, E ID. 
Of course these ideals have the weak Bezout property. Now let P be a free 
prime ideal with the weak Bezout property. Since the GCD of each pair of the 
three main factors in (1) is a unit, we can conclude that exactly one of the 
following cases occurs: 
(1) P contains an infinite Blaschke product. 
(2) P contains a singular inner function. 
(3) P contains an outer function. 
Moreover, if P contains a Blaschke product, then P contains the Blaschke 
factor of every function f in I? Consequently P has the following property: 
(*) If f E P and if g E H” have the same Blaschke factor, then 
g E P, too. 
Similar assertions are of course valid in the other two ~~~~s~ 
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Let Z,,(f) denote the zero set of a function f E H”, including multiplicities. Let 
3 denote the set of all those zero sets. Intersections, unions and subsets of zero 
sets are defined with respect to multiplicity. 
finition. A subset 9 c 3 is called a prime jilter if the following holds: 
(1) 063. 
(2) Z&Z, E 9 implies 2, n 2, E 3. 
(3) Z, E-9. 2 E 9, 2 3 2, implies Z E 9. 
(4) Z, ,Z, E 3\3 implies that Z, U Z, E S’\ 3. 
3 is called free if fl ZE.F Z = 0. - 
We shall now prove that the weak Bezoct prime ideals which contain a 
Blaschke product are in a one-to-one correspondence with these prime filters. 
Theorem 1.1. ( 1) Let P be a prime ideal i/l H” tiaving the weak Bezout property. 
If P corttnim a Biaschke prodltct, theit there exists a unique prime filter 3 C 2 such 
that 
P={fEH”:Z,(f)ES}. (2) 
(2) Conversely, every set of the form (2) defines a prime ideal P having the weak 
Bezout property. Moreover, P is generated algebraically by a set of Blaschke 
products. Filially, P is free if aftd otlly if 3 is a fi*ee prime jilter. 
Proof. (1) Let 3 = { Z,( f ): f E P}. Then it is easy to check that 9 is a prime 
filter. That P > {f E H”: Z,(f) E 9} now follows from (8) and the fact that 
Blaschke products B are uniquely determined by the set Z,(B). 
(2) These assertions are simple consequences of (*). Cl 
Let JX denote the set of finite, real Bore1 measures on the unit circle T. With 
respect to the operations 
(i) (p + v)(E) = p(E) + v(E) (E measurable), 
(ii) (N(E) = ME). 
(iii) ( p A V)(E) = inf( &, min( p(Ej), Y(E~)): {E, ., . . . , E,,} measurable par- 
tition of E} , 
(iv) ~1-5 v~p(E)( V(E) for all E, 
.M becomes a vector space lattice. 
We shall now show that the weak Bezout prime ideals which contain a singular 
inner function (respectively an outer fuilciior~) are in a one-to-one correspondence 
wit. Grime filters defined on the sets 
respectively 
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J4 ,’ = { p E M: c_l L 0, p P 0, p absolutely continuous with 
unbounded Radon-Nikodym derivative} . 
Convention. If we write Ju s+.a, then this should mean that we consider either -Hi 
or 4:. 
For a nonzero function f E H”, let p,(f) denote the singular measure associ- 
ated with the singular inner factor off and let p,(f) denote the measure defined 
bY 
1l.f II dp,(f) = log - dr . 
lfl 
Let CL(f) = Pscf J + t-%(f )- 
We shall frequently use the fact that if p is a positive, finite Bore1 measure on 
T, then there exists, modulo a multiplicative constant, a unique function f having 
no Blaschke factor such that p(f) = p. Note also that an outer function fin H * is 
invertible if and only if the Radon-Nikodym derivative dp,( f) ldr of p,(f) is 
bounded. 
Definition. A subset 9 c Ju STa is called a prime filter if the following holds: 
(i) If p E 9 and r_~ 5 V, then u E 9. 
(ii) If~,VE9,then~hVE9. 
(iii) If I_C,U E JU ,T,\S, then p + v E Jilt ,‘,\9. : 
Theorem 1.2. (1) Let P be a prime ideal in H” having the weak Bezout property. If 
P contains a singular inner function (respectively outer function), then there exists a 




(2) Conversely, every set of the form (3) (respectively (4)) is a weak Bezout 
prime ideal containing a singular inner function (respectively outer function). 
Moreover, P is generated algebraically by a set of singular inner functions 
(respectively outer functions). 
Proof. Due to the similarities in the proofs we shall only consider the second 
cases 
(1) Let S= {p,(f): f E P}. Then 
note that (ii) follows from the fact 
Q~(z) = exp J H(z, t)qj(ei') dt, 4,~ 0, 
B is a prime filter on .i% ,’ . To see this, we 
that a GCD of the two outer functions 
has the form 
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exp I H(z, t) min(q,, q2) dr 
and that d( p,( Q,) A p,( Q,)) = min( ql, qZ) dt (see 191). 
(iii) is a simple consequence of the primeness of P. To prove (i), let p E 9 and 
let v E A; be such that p 5 u. The Radon-Nikodym derivative 4 of u satisfies 
log(llfll Ml) 5 4 a*e* on T, for some f E P. The outer function Q(Z) = 
exp j’ H(z, t) dv(t) has now the property that 1 Q(Z)] 5 1 f(z)] /I] f]]. Thus 
Q/f E H” and hence Q E P. Therefore, v = p,(Q) E 9. By definition of 9, we 
have P c ( f E H" : p,( f) E 9). The reverse inclusion now follows as in the 
Blaschke case (see Theorem 1.1). 
(2) (i) Let f~ P, h E H”. Then &fh) = p(f) + p(h) 2 p(f). Here we have 
used the fact that p(a) 2 0. Hence fh E P. 
(ii) Let f,g E P. Since &GCD( f, g)) = p(f) A p(g) E 9, we see that d = 
GCD( f, g) E R Hence f + g = d( f + g) E P by (i). The primeness is clear. Since, 
by the definition of .& ,‘, the Radon-Nikodym derivative of every p E 9 is not 
bounded, we conclude that the associated functions f with p,(f) = p are not 
invertible. Thus P is a weak Bezout prime ideal. That P is generated by a set of 
outer functions now follows immediately. q 
In the rest. of this section and in Section 2 it is assumed that the reader is 
familiar with the Banach a&_ mnbraic theory of H’ (see [ 1, 51). Let M(H”) denote 
the maximal ideal space of H” and let aH” denote the Shilov boundary of H”. By 
a result of D. J. Newman [ 1, p. 1943, no maximal ideal in d H” contains an inner 
function. On the other hand, if I is an ideal which is not contained in any maximal 
ideal of the Shilov boundary, then I contains an inner function (see [S]). 
Therefore, we can conclude that any weak Bezout prime ideal which contains an 
outer function is contained in some maximal ideal of the Shilov boundary of H”. 
Are there any other prime ideals contained in maximal ideals of the Shilov 
boundary? Surprisingly enough, we have the following result: 
Theorem 1.3. Let P be a prime ideal which is contained in a maximal ideal of the 
Shilov boundary of H”. Then P has the weak Bezout property. 
Proof. Let P be a prime ideal with P c A4 for some M E aH”. Let f and g be in P 
and let d = GCD( f, g). Then there exist functions F and G in H” such that f = dF 
and g = dG. Assume that d FP. Then the primeness of P implies that both F and 
G are in P. But GCD( F, G) is a unit. Hence the ideal generated by F and G 
contains by [9] an inner function u. Hence LC E P c M in contradiction to D.J. 
Newman’s result. Consequently, GCD( f, g) E P, and hence P has the weak 
Bezout property. E 
Remarks. (1) That there really exist (infinite chains of) prime ideals contained in 
some maximal ideal of the Shilov boundary will be shown in the last section. 
(2) Let us also note that the maximal ideals of the Shilov boundary are by 
another theorem of D.J. Newman [ 1, Section 21 the only free maximal ideals 
which are weak Bezout. In fact, every M E M(H”)\@H” U ED) contains outer 
functions of the form z - cy, ]ly] = 1 (see [5, p. MO]) as well as Blaschke products 
(see [5, p. 1791). 
(3) To conclude this section, we shall exhibit explicitly a weak Bezout prime 
ideal different from M(z,). Let 
s,o=exp(-+g, ]a]=l. 
Then the countably generated ideal P = (S,, Si”, Sl”, . . .) is a prime ideal (see 
[7]). It obviously has the weak Bezout property. This ideal will play a major role 
in Section 3. 
2. Weak Bezout closed ideals 
In order to determine the structure of the closed ideals in H” which have the 
weak Bezout property, we need the following result on the characterization of the 
closed ideals in the algebra 
QA=(fEH”:fEH”+C), 
where C denotes the space of all continuous complex valued functions on T. 
Theorem 2.1 [3, p. 6331. Let I be a closed ideal in QA. Then there exists an inner 
function u and a closed subset E of the Shilov boundary of QA such that 
I = ul(E, QA) = {uf E QA: jlE = o} . 
Here f denotes the Gelfand transform. c3 
Theorem 2.2. Let I be a closed ideal in IIs. Then I has the weak Bezout property if 
and only if there exists an inner function u and J closed subset E of the Shilov 
boundary of H” such that 
I = uI(E, H”) = {uf E H”: fiE =O} . 
Proof. (1) Let I # 0 be a closed ideal having the weak Bezout property. Let u be 
the greatest common divisor of the inner factors of the functions in I (see [5. p. 
851). Clearly then J = ( f E H”: uf E I} is a closed weak Bezout ideal with I = uJ. 
We show that J has the F-property, i.e., if f = uF E J, then FE J, where uF is the 
inner-outer factorization of f (see [4]). 
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Let f = UF E .I. By Wolff’s theorem [ 111, there exists an outer function G in QA 
such that GfE QA. Hence J f7 QA # (0). Moreover, the GCD of the inner 
factors of the functions in J n QA is 1. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, J n QA contains 
an outer function (2. Since J is weak Bezout, we have GCD( Q, uF) E J. But this 
is an outer function; therefore FE J. 
By our result in 14, p. 5151, J has the form J = i(E, H”) for some closed subset 
E of the Shilov boundary of N”. Thus I = ul(E, H”). 
(2) Let 0 # I = uZ(E, H”), where E is a closed subset of the Shilov boundary 
aH” of N”. Then I is closed. Let j&l E I and let d = GCD( f, g). Then there exist 
&$ H” such that f= #, g= & and GCD(ig”) = I. By [9], the ideal (x 5) 
contains an inner function u. Let m E E. Assume that d(m) # 0. Then f(m) = 
_&@ = 0. Hence u(nz) = 0. But this contradicts D.J. Newman’s result [5, p. ‘791. 
Therefore d vanishes on E. Because II divides f and $, u divides d. Since 1 ul = 1 
on aH” > E, we see that n/u vanishes on E. Hence d = u(dlu) E uI(E, H”). 0 
The preceding proof also yields the astonishing result that the class of closed 
ideals in )I” having the weak Bezout property is-modulo an inner function- 
identical to the class of closed F-ideals in H”. The latter is known to play a 
significant role in the study of the relationship between closed ideals in a uniform 
algebra A C_ H” and those of the space of all continuous functions on the Shilov 
boundary of A (see [4]). 
3. Chains of prime ideals in H” 
In the Introduction, we have already noticed that every maximal ideal which 
does not belong to the Shilov boundary and which is different from bZ(z,,) 
(z,, E ED) contains an infinite chain of prime ideals (see [2]). Can one say more? 
Does every prime ideal P # M(z,,) contain an infinite chain of prime ideals? In 
view of the example constructed at the end of Section 1, this is not the case. 
Proposition 3.1. Let P = (S, S”‘, Sli3, . . .), where S(z) = exp(-( 1 + z)/( 1 - z)). 
Then P is a minima! prime ideal (in the class of nonzero idea1.r). 
Proof. Let Q be a nonzero prime ideal contained in P and let 0 # f E Q. Then f 
has the form f= hS” for some cy > 0 and some h E H” such that GCD(h, S) = 1. 
Q pii=: and h $?f P > Q imply S” E Q and hence S E Q. Thus Q = P. Cl 
The following result, however, shows that. module rotations, this is the only 
minimal, free prime ideal in H”. The symbol ‘C’ will denote strict inclusion. 
Theorem 3.2. Let P # (0) be a prime ideal in H” which is different from the ideals 
M(z,,), z,, E ED, and the ideals P, = (S,, Si’“. Si’“, . . .). where 
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s,cz)=exp(=), IcYI= 1. 
Then P properly contains another nmzero prime ideal. 
For the proof, we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.3. Let P # (0) be a prime ideal in H” which does not contain any 
Blaschke prddirctv Then the intersection of the support sets of the measures p(f) 
associated with the functions f E P, f Z 0, is a singleton. 
Proof. First we note that the assumption on P implies that for any f E P, f + 0, 
p(f) is not the zero measure. For at E T let “44, be the fiber of the maximal ideal 
space M(H”) of H” over the point z = cy, i.e., 4, = {M E M(H”): z - cy E M). 
Let f E P c M E A,, . Then by I.J. Schark (see [S. p. 1621) the point w = 0 is in 
the cluster set of f at z = cy. Since zero free functions in H” are bounded away 
from zero at every point p E T outside the support set of their associated Bore1 
measure, we see that cy E supp p(f) for every f E P, f f 0. Hence S = 
n fEf\(O) suPP P(f 1 +a 
Assume that S contains two different points Q( and p. Then the primeness of P 
and the factorization 
f = B(exp jE Hb t) dp(r))(exp /r,E H(z, t) dp(t)) , 
where E is a closed arc with (Y E E”, p $5 E, B a Blaschke product and p = F( f ), 
show that S contains at most one point. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let 0 # f E P and let f = Bg be the RiesL factorization of fi 
P prime implies B E P or g E P. Thus we have to discuss two cases: 
(1) P contains a Blaschke product. 
(2) P does not contain any Blaschke product. 
Case 1. Let 
I I B(z) = fi $ s E P . - 
II= 1 II 
Choose p,, E N with p,, + = such that c I=, ( 1 - la,, I)p,, is convergent. Then 
B’“(z) = fj (!$ z)“’ 
11 = 1 I1 
is again a Blaschke product. Define 
b,,(z) = a,, !.G-?_ I I 
a,, I-&z * 
Let M denote the multiplicatively closed set M = ( qB”: 9 6 P, n E M U (0) > . Let 
I = (B*) be the principal ideal generated by B*. We claim that I n M = 8. 
Otherwise there would exist K E HX, 9 E W”\P, n,, E N such that B* K = qB”‘! 
Choose tr i E N such that pn > n,, for every n 2 n,. Thus B, = Hz_, bnpI-“O E 
Hr. Because P # M(z,,), fl:LA’ & FP. The primeness of P therefore implies that 
B, E P. Hence 
from which we can conclude that 4 E P, in contradiction to the choice of M. Thus 
U-IN=O. 
By Zorn’s lemma there exists an ideal Q which is maximal with respect to 
Q n M = 0. It is easy to see that Q is prime (this is Krull’s lemma). The fact that 
R” E Q C P now completes the proof. Note that the inclusion is strict because 
m3m~ 
CTTase 2. If P contains properly an ideal of the form P,, then :‘+x are ditr~. So let 
P be a prime ideal satisfying Pa $l?P. By Proposition 3.1 we have P @Pa. By 
Lemma 3.3 we have 
Without loss of generality let cy = 1. Because P does not contain an atomic inner 
function, i.e. a function of the form exp E j’ H(z, f) d& where E > 0 and where $ 
is the Dirac measure at the point /3 E T, the support set supp p(f) of every 
function f # 0 in P is an infinite compact set. Let 0 #f E P, 11 f 11 = I, be fixed. 
Since Bg E P implies g E P, we may assume without loss of generality that f is 
zero free and that f(0) > 0. For technical reasons, write p = p(f). So f(z) = 
exp j’ H(z, t) .$(I), where cr. 2 0. Again by the fact that P does not contain any 
atomic inner function, we can assume that p( { I}) = 0 (otherwise we split off the 
corresponding factor). 
Since supp p( f) is an infinite compact set and since p( { y }) > 0 for at most 
countably many y E T, there exists a sequence (E,,) of pairwise disjoint open arcs 
irr T, which cluster only at (Y = I such that 
(ii) ~(45,~) >O for all n f N, 
(iii) p,(aE,,) =0 for all y1 EN. 
Here &5’,, denotes the boundary of the arc E,, in r. 
For a measure p let p, denote the restriction measure of lu. to E, k, 
&4) = p(E n A) for Bore1 sets A. Let h,Jz) = exp SE H(z, 1) d;t(r). Then 
iz,, E HZ. Because l$!E’ supp p(h,J c &, relation (5) implie; that h,, FP. 
Observe that Hi=, h,, is well defined and equals f. Since cz=, p(E,,) = 
hwiiw = P(T) is convergent, there exists p,, * x such that c z= I P,J@,,) 
converges, too. Thus u = c z=, p,,pE is a positive. finite Bore1 measure, and the 
function 12(z) = exp s H(z, t) du(r) is”in H^. 
We have h = l-J:=, hp. Now we can proceed exactly as in the first case; simply 
change the roles off and B respectively h and B” and note that It,, eP for every 
n. Cl 
Corollary 3.4. Let P be a minimal prime ideal in the class of norzero ideals. Then 
P has the form P = M( z,,) for some z,, E UID, or there exists CY E T witlj 
Pa = (S,, SJI’, s;‘“, . . .) , 
where 
Tne 
Su(z) = exp(-(a, + z)/((r - z)). Cl 
following theorem now solves a problem of Gorkin (see 121): 
Theorem 3.5. Let P be a prime ideal different from those of the preceding 
corollary. The?; P contains arz in.nite descending chain of prime ideals. 
Proof. In view of Corollary 3.4 we have only to consider those prime ideals P 
with Pa C P for some cy E T. But this implies the existence of a function f E P\P, 
such that f admits no atomic inner factor (note that P cannot contain two atomic 
inner functions whose measure have different support set, because (S, , Sp ) = H” 
for a! # /3). 
By the same procedure as above, we obtain a prime ideal Q with Q C P and 
P, # Q. Continuing this process infinitely often yields the desired result. q 
To conclude we want to ask the following problem: 
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